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Q: How do you handle a situation where courses fall into two UC/CSU A-G categories? 

A: A-G is a course that is approved into separate subject areas. The subject flag in the file is not matching 
CMP because it can only be tagged in one area. When CGGI receives your transcript file, there are many 
instances where the district sends two subject areas, but there can only be one which is typically area G. 
If the student has fully satisfied another subject area, that is the subject area that would be checked. 
Only checking one subject helps with the error rate.  

 

Q: It was my understanding that we should not have courses listed on the CMP that are not offered at 
that school? 

A: Please view the latest information provided by the UC CMP High School Articulation team at  

HSA Webinar Online Publishers 1 20 21 - YouTube  

Trainings and Conferences (ucop.edu) 

 

Q: They have never put dual enrollment classes on UC CMP/doorways. How do I get those off the report 
so the number of errors is lowered?  

A: You can’t fix dual enrollment because this is something handled on the other end.  It will look like an 
error on the CCGI report end, but it's actually out of our control. These are system issues that surface 
through the reporting process because these college courses are not reported on CMP. We are hopeful 
that through the CGGI work, it can help surface these misalignments. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=heeyEAoUbhY&feature=youtu.be&v=VY96YHHdu10&feature=youtu.be
https://hs-articulation.ucop.edu/guide/news-resources/trainings-and-conferences/


Q: When adding CTE classes to CMP, should CTE classes already there have certain students entering at 
certain grade levels? For example, when trying to add a freshman I couldn’t because CMP said it was for 
grades 10-12. Could I ask permission from doorways to change the grade level? 

A: This information wouldn’t show on the mismatch report. When matching criteria, we specifically look 
at the school/district, what year the student took the course, and the subject area. Below is a chart that 
shows you the matching criteria CA Colleges uses for all courses.  

 

Q: If the Cradle to Career Data System passes, will CCGI’s complete platform be free for all schools 
across the state? 

A: Riverside County school districts are completely covered for CA Colleges partnership as a result of a 
commitment from Riverside County Office of Education and the College Next grant. At this point in time 
no district in Riverside County is paying for this service. It's free! The Cradle to Career Data System end 
goal for CA Colleges would be for grades 6-12 to have access to these operational tools available, but it 
wouldn’t be all at once. This access would be released in stages. 

Please visit California Cradle-to-Career Data System - CA Data System (wested.org)  to learn more about 
this CA endeavor.  

 

 

 

 

https://cadatasystem.wested.org/#:%7E:text=California%20Cradle-to-Career%20Data%20System.%20In%202019,%20the%20California,outcomes%20for%20all%20students%20from%20cradle%20to%20career.


Resources: 

Here is the website with all High School Articulation resources and trainings 

https://hs-articulation.ucop.edu/guide/news-resources/trainings-and-conferences/ 

Here is the link for the video recording that took place last week on updating your UC List. This was 
hosted by the UC High School articulation team. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=heeyEAoUbhY&feature=youtu.be&v=VY96YHHdu10&feature=yout
u.be 

Statewide CMP Trainings: https://www.californiacolleges.edu/#/virtual-trainings-partner-districts 

Exit Survey: https://californiacolleges.tfaforms.net/4711559 

Here is what we send to create new courses- we believe in AND- so if we add CTE we want them to also 
be A-G: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QpmFXjBQDglFQJKngub0EVmcfUGe5NjjeJXBLnlkQYo/edit?us
p=sharing 
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